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RFID Tags in New US Notes Explode When You Try to Microwave Them  
 
Adapted from a letter sent to Henry Makow Ph.D.  
 
Want to share an event with you, that we experienced this evening.. Dave had over $1000 dollars in his back 
pocket (in his wallet). New twenties were the lion share of the bills in his wallet. We walked into a truck 
stop/travel plaza and they have those new electronic monitors that are supposed to say if you are stealing 
something. But through every monitor, Dave set it off. He did not have anything to purchase in his hands or 
pockets. After numerous times of setting off these monitors, a person approached Dave with a 'wand' to swipe 
why he was setting off the monitors.  
 
Believe it or not, it was his 'wallet'. That is according to the minimum wage employees working at the truck 
stop! We then walked across the street to a store and purchased aluminum foil. We then wrapped our cash in 
foil and went thru the same monitors. No monitor went off.  
 
We could have left it at that, but we have also paid attention to the European Union and the 'rfid' tracking 
devices placed in their money, and the blatant bragging of Walmart and many corporations of using 'rfid' 
electronics on every marketable item by the year 2005.  
 
Dave and I have brainstormed the fact that most items can be 'microwaved' to fry the 'rfid' chip, thus 
elimination of tracking by our government.  
 
So we chose to 'microwave' our cash, over $1000 in twenties in a stack, not spread out on a carasoul. Do you 
know what exploded on American money?? The right eye of Andrew Jackson on the new twenty, every bill was 
uniform in it's burning... Isnt that interesting?  
 
Now we have to take all of our bills to the bank and have them replaced, cause they are now 'burnt'.  
 
We will now be wrapping all of our larger bills in foil on a regular basis.  
 
What we resent is the fact that the government or a corporation can track our 'cash'. Credit purchases and 
check purchases have been tracked for years, but cash was not traceble until now...  
 
Dave and Denise 
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RFID Tags Already in Euro Notes 
Propaganda Matrix  
 
Steve Watson  
 
They told us they were going to do it by 2005 and now they have. Euro bank notes have RFID radio tags in 
them.  
 
If you were listening to the Alex Jones show on Monday 1st March you will have heard Paul Watson report the 
story that RFID tags have been found in the new US $20 bills. A letter sent to Henry Makow Ph.D. described 
how two citizens found alarms in shops being triggered by their wallets, curious and wise to the RFID proposals 
they  chose to 'microwave'  over $1000 in twenties in a stack. The right eye of Andrew Jackson on the new 
twenty was uniform in its burning.  
 
 
 

 
 
 
I remembered I had a couple of Euros in my wallet from my last visit to France and decided what the heck, I'll 
microwave them. After just three seconds the first note exploded into flame and fearing for my microwave's 
safety I quickly pressed the stop button. A fluke? Maybe, I tried with the second note, a five, again after 
precisely three seconds the same bright flash of flame.  
 
It was obvious to see where the tags had been as two perfectly round holes could be seen in my notes. I 
noticed that the holes lay precisely over the metal strip within the notes. I thought to myself that maybe it was 
just the metal in the strip that was reacting, so i tried again. Ten, twenty, thirty seconds went by and... 
nothing. The strip was completely unharmed.  

http://www.propagandamatrix.com/


 

The fact is that my bank notes were tagged. Should I be suprised, well no, they said they were going to do this 
by 2005   
 
Of course, the official line is that these tags are there "to protect us", they stop counterfeiting and enable 
security agencies to track illegal money. Why would illegal money come in five or ten Euro notes? Surely your 
classic suitcase with wads of cash consists of 200s or 500s not fives and tens, you would need a whole truck to 
transport large amounts.  
 
The truth is where ever we go are being tracked by our governments. RFID is the latest technology to be used 
in the ever-growing control grid that dictates the way we live our lives. Walmart has recently carried out RFID 
trials, even though they claim it is only to monitor possible theft of razors!  
 
We live in a society that is now ten times worse than Orwell's 1984, everything is surveilled. Our clothes are 
being tagged, our money, where ever we go we are caught on CCTV numerous times a day, cameras are going 
up in the streets, the schools, in bathrooms. Many will say "I have nothing to hide, why should I worry?" Yes, 
that's the way the New World Order is training you to think, give up your liberty, know you are losing your 
rights and don't even care! Then when you have given everything up, when you have nothing left to give the 
agenda is complete and you have ever so slowly consented to be a slave to your elite masters.  
 
Want to do something now? Go and microwave your money - it's a start.  
 
 
Steve Watson is an independent contributor to www.propagandamatrix.com.  
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